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ABSTRACT 

This paper contains proposed algorithms for constructing packing schemes applicable in solving of any 
orthogonal packing and rectangular cutting problems which are very actual in industry and economics. Usually for packing 
problems of different dimensions are used various packing models designed especially for each dimension. The described 
packing representation model allows managing of orthogonal objects of arbitrary dimension and fully describes all free 
spaces of packed containers in solving of one-, two-, three- and more dimensional orthogonal packing problems which 
ensures a maximal complete description of containers' state in time of packing. The algorithms of placing and deleting of 
the orthogonal objects are realized in applied software especially created for analyzing of efficiency of application of 
heuristic and met heuristic algorithms used for optimization of orthogonal packing problems. 
 
Keywords:  packing, cutting, orthogonal packing problem, packing representation model, data structure, packing software. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

All packing and cutting problems are combined 
into one class of classical problems of the mathematical 
theory of operational research [1]. This class of problems 
of discrete optimization unites a large set of different 
practical problems related with the searching of the most 
suitable schemes of placement of given sets of small items 
named by objects into another larger items named by 
containers. The first classification of the packing and 
cutting problems was proposed by H. Dyckhoff 
in 1990 [2]. Today the most fully classification of the 
packing and cutting problems is considered a classification 
offered in 2007 by G. Wascher, H. Haubner and H. 
Schumann during the preparation of which were reviewed 
445 articles devoted to different problems of resources 
allocation optimization [3]. 

Many cutting and packing problems take a place 
in solving such actual optimization problems such as bin 
packing problem, knapsack problem, strip packing 
problem, cutting stock problem, trim loss problem, nesting 
problem, pallet and vehicle loading, assembly line 
balancing problem, partitioning problem, capital budgeting 
problem, computer memory allocation problem as well as 
many other problems in industry, engineering, computer 
science and economics [4-8]. Widespread practical 
application of these problems in a variety of areas makes it 
urgent to develop effective methods for its solving. 
Optimization of the packing and cutting problems leads to 
more efficient usage of resources in practice. 

Solution of a large set of practical optimization 
problems of cutting and packing, including resources 
saving problems in industry, optimization problems in 
logistics (including truck, ship and air cargo loading), 
scheduling and planning, comes down to solution of the 
orthogonal packing problem which is to find the most 
suitable placement of a given set of orthogonal objects into 
a set of orthogonal containers [4, 9-11]. All methods for 
orthogonal packing problems which considered in this 
paper are applicable for solving of all the bin packing, 

cutting stock and knapsack problems dealt with the objects 
and containers in a form of orthogonal parallelepipeds of 
any dimension. 

Problems with the dimension higher than three 
aside from only spatial dimensions additionally have often 
non-spatial dimensions as time for example. These 
problems take place as multidimensional orthogonal 
knapsack and packing problems usually in computing and 
scheduling [12-14]. The most popular in practice are 
orthogonal packing problems with the dimension no 
higher than three [3]. 

 
2. METHODS AND ALGORITHMS 
 
2.1 Statement of the orthogonal packing problem 

Consider the statement of the D-dimensional 
orthogonal packing problem in common case. Is given a 
set of N orthogonal containers (D-dimensional 
parallelepipeds) with dimensions as follows: 

 ,,,, 21 D
jjj WWW     Nj ,,1 . 

Also is given a set of n orthogonal objects (D-
dimensional parallelepipeds) with dimensions as follows: 

   niwww D
iii ,,1,,,, 21   . 

 The goal is to find a placement of all objects into 
a minimum number of given containers under the 
following conditions of correct placement: 
1) all edges of objects and containers are parallel; 
2) all packed objects do not overlap with each other: 

   ,,,1,,,1 DdNj     

  ,,,,1, kinki    

   d
i

d
ij

d
kj

d
k

d
kj

d
ij wxxwxx  ; 

3) all packed objects are within the bounds of the 
containers, i.e. 
     niDdNj ,,1,,,1,,,1     
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The statement of D-dimensional orthogonal 
packing problem includes specifying a load direction of 
containers as the priority selection list of the coordinate 
axes: 

 DP PPPL ;;; 21  ,     DdDPd ,,1;1  . 

As an example on Figure-1 are shown placement 
schemes obtained for all possible load directions of a 
three-dimensional orthogonal container. 

 

 
 

Figure-1.  Load directions of a three-dimensional orthogonal container. 
 

A solution of any dimensional packing problem is 
represented by a placement string (also known as a 
chromosome) which contains a sequence of objects 
selected for placing into containers. Before packing all the 
objects are classified by different types. All objects that 
are belong to one type have the same geometrical and 
physical characteristics. Geometrical characteristics of 
objects include dimensions, physical – weight, color 
and etc. 

The solving process of a packing problem 
includes three mandatory consecutive steps which are 
showed on the Figure-2. On the first step is generated a 
placement string which contains a sequence of objects to 
be packed into containers. In practice the most commonly 
accepted methods of generation of the solutions and the 
corresponding placement strings are the multi objective 
optimization algorithms, mainly the heuristic and met 
heuristic algorithms including evolutionary 
algorithms [15-20]. 

 

 
 

Figure-2.  The solving process of a packing problem. 
 

Decoding of a placement string is performed by a 
corresponding decoder. It selects objects from a placement 
string one by one and place them into container on a 
particular algorithm. The quality of the resulting packing 

is estimated as the relative deviation of the solution from 
the lower bound of the considered problem [10]. 
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The quality of a placement can be increased by its 
local improvement which performed by local replacing 
and deleting of objects with subsequent placing of them. 

Obviously the major influence on the quality of a 
resulting packing render optimization algorithms that are 
applied for generation placement strings. Nevertheless 
time and speed of placement of objects from a given 
placement string are defined by used packing 
representation model as well as by algorithms used for 
generation a packing and for its improvement. We 
consider only algorithms for management objects which 
are used for decoding of placement strings and which 
provide the possibility of placing objects and their 
subsequent replacement in solving of any orthogonal 
packing problem of arbitrary dimension. 
 
2.2 Packing representation model 

To describe placement schemes of orthogonal 
objects in containers was chosen a developed by authors of 
this paper packing representation model – model of 
potential containers. The efficiency of application of this 
model for orthogonal packing problems is shown in 
paper [21]. Below is given a general description of the 
model of potential containers. 

Any placement scheme of objects in a container 
is represented by a set of objects attached to points (nodes) 
of a container [9, 10]. Under a potential container (PC) 
that is placed in a container at some its point is understood 
an imaginary orthogonal object with the largest possible 
dimensions that can be placed at this point without 
overlapping with any packed into the container object and 
edges of the container. Each potential container with 
number k is described with a vector  D

kkk ppp ;;; 21  , 

containing dimensions of this potential container and a 
vector  D

kkk xxx ;;; 21  , containing coordinates of a point of 

the potential container which is nearest to the origin of the 
container its containing. 

All existing free orthogonal spaces located in a 
container are described by a set of potential containers. 
When a new object is put into a container it is necessary to 
verify the correctness of the placement. The model of 
potential containers guarantees the correct placement of an 
object if this object overlap no borders of the potential 
container in which it is located. In this case when an object 
is put at some point of a container instead of checking on 
the intersection with all placed into the container objects is 
required to check only one condition of placement of this 
object entirely within the potential container, located at 
this point. This ensures a higher speed of placement 
objects on decoding a placement string. The condition of 
correct placement of a D-dimensional object i in a 
potential container k is expressed with inequality: 

   Ddpw d
k

d
i ,,1 . 

 
2.3 Algorithm of placing objects 

When an object is put into a potential container it 
divides this potential container on a set of smaller potential 
containers. 

Theorem 1. No more than 2D of new potential 
containers are formed in a D-dimensional potential 
container when a D-dimensional orthogonal object is put 
into it or overlaps it. 

Proof. Each face of an object cuts off a new 
space from an original potential container. Because the 
total number of faces in a D-dimensional orthogonal 
object is equal 2D, hence the maximal number of new 
formed potential containers is also equal 2D. The theorem 
is proved. 

In common case all new potential containers 
formed in a potential container k when a D-dimensional 
orthogonal object i is packed into it can be separated into 
two sets: 
1) a set of D potential containers with the dimensions: 

 D
k

d
k

d
k

d
i

d
kkk ppxxppp ,;;;;;; 1121     

located at an origin of coordinates of the original potential 

container k:  D
k

d
kkk xxxx ;;;;; 21   which are produced 

under the following conditions of overlap d
k

d
i xx   and 

d
k

d
k

d
i pxx     Dd ,,1 ; 

2) a set of D potential containers with the dimensions: 

 D
k

d
k

d
i

d
i

d
k

d
k

d
kkk ppwxpxppp ;;;;;;; 1121     

located at D points with coordinates 

 D
k

d
k

d
i

d
i

d
kkk xxwxxxx ;;;;;;; 1121     

which are produced under the following conditions of 

overlap: d
k

d
i

d
i xwx   and d

k
d
k

d
i

d
i pxwx   

 Dd ,,1 . 

As an example on Figure-3 are shown all 
potential containers which are formed in a three-
dimensional orthogonal container (by dots on the figure 
are marked origins of the coordinates of corresponding 
new potential containers). 
 

 
 

Figure-3.  New potential containers formed in a three-
dimensional container. 

 
 The algorithm which decodes a placement string 
provides placement of all objects into containers according 
to a given priority selection list. Below are given all steps 
of the decoding algorithm for the model of potential 
containers. 
1) Select the next object i from a placement string. If all 

the objects are selected, jump to step 4. Select a first 
not fully filled container j containing at least one 
potential container. 
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2) In the current container j produce a serial procedure of 
finding a potential container k nearest to origin of 
coordinates of the container j that is possible to 
correctly put into it the current object i. If the target 
potential container is not found then select the next 
container 1:  jj  and retry step 2. If the target 

potential container was not found among all the 
containers, jump to step 1. 

3) Pack the object i into the found potential container k 
of the container j. Create a set of new potential 
containers and perform a procedure of search and 
remove of embedded potential containers. Sort all 
potential containers by decreasing the priority of pack 
of new objects to them, i.e. for any potential container 

k of the container j the following inequality must be 
satisfied: 

  
 


 

























D

h

D

Pd

d
j

P
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D
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D

Pd

d
j

P
k

h

h

h

h WxWx
1

1
1 11

.                  (1) 

Jump to step 1. 
4) End of the algorithm. 
 

Fully the decoding algorithm is shown on 
Figure-4. This adapted to the model of potential containers 
algorithm provides forming of a packing by a given 
placement string. 

 

 
 

Figure-4.  Decoding algorithm designed to the model of potential containers. 
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One of the major part of the algorithm of placing 
objects is an algorithm of search and removal of embedded 
potential containers that is performed after placing of each 
object into an orthogonal container. This algorithm allows 
to escape from all potential containers which are 
embedded each to other. The potential container 1k  is 

embedded into the potential container 2k  (i.e. it is 

contained entirely within the potential container 2k ) if the 

conditions: 
 

  d
k

d
k

d
k

d
k

d
k

d
k pxpxxx

221121
   Dd ,,1 .    (2) 

 
The algorithm of search and removal of 

embedded potential containers includes the following 
steps: 
1) Generate in a current container j after placing into it 

an object i a list  0L  consisting of potential 

containers k that satisfy condition: 

  d
i

d
i

d
k wxxDd  :;1 . 

Generate an empty list of embedded potential 
containers  1L . 

2) Check Eq. (2) to determine the embedding of a 
potential container 1k  into 2k  for each pair of 

potential containers: 
  21021 ,, kkLkk     Dd ,,1 . 

Every found embedded potential container 1k  to copy to 

the list  1L . 

3) Remove all potential containers stored in the list  1L  

from the contained them container j. 
 
2.4 Storing the potential containers 

The most time consuming step of the algorithm 
of placing objects is sorting of coordinates of all potential 
containers which runs after placing of each new object into 
a container to provide performing the Eq. (1). 

To increase the time effectiveness of the 
algorithm of placing objects is proposed a new data 
structure – multilevel linked data structure. The basis of 
this data structure is the idea of presenting a set of 
coordinates of potential containers as a set of recursively 
embedded each to other linear queues that allows to 
increase the speed of access to potential containers during 
packing process. 

Using the multilevel linked data structure a set K 
of potential containers located in points 

  Kkxxx D
kkk ,;;; 21   is represented as a D-levels 

recursively embedded each to other linear queues which 
are ordered by increase of their items (Figure-5). Each 
item j of a queue i on a level dP  contains a coordinate 

dd P
k

P
ji xs ,  of a such potential container k that within each 

queue is satisfied the inequality: 
 

Pd
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Figure-5.  Multilevel linked data structure. 
 

As an example we consider a set of points of a 
three-dimensional orthogonal container (parallelepiped) j 
that is given in Table-1. For a load direction  3;2;1PL  

this set of points must first be ordered by non-decreasing 
along the coordinate axis 1, then – along the axis 2, and 
finally – the axis 3 (see Table-2). 

 
Table-1.  Original coordinates of points of a container. 

 

Number of a point (k) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Coordinate (axis 1) 0 2 2 2 4 0 4 0 4 2 

Coordinate (axis 2) 1 3 7 9 1 2 1 2 1 7 

Coordinate (axis 3) 0 1 5 6 2 1 3 3 1 2 

 
Table-2.  Coordinates of points after sorting for the load direction {1; 2; 3}. 

 

Number of a point (k) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Coordinate (axis 1) 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 

Coordinate (axis 2) 1 2 2 3 7 7 9 1 1 1 

Coordinate (axis 3) 0 1 3 1 2 5 6 1 2 3 

 
The multilevel linked data structures for a load direction 

 3;2;1PL  is shown on Figure-6. 
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Figure-6. Multilevel linked data structure of the three-
dimensional container for a load direction {1; 2; 3}. 

 
When using the multilevel linked data structure to 

provide the performing of the Eq. (1) after placing a new 
object into a container is necessary only put coordinates of 
new formed potential containers in the corresponding 
positions of the data structure without sorting of 
coordinates of all existing potential containers. 
 
2.5 Algorithm of deleting objects 

One of the effective methods applied for 
increasing the quality of a resulting packing is its local 
improvement, which can be realized by deleting of one or 
more packed objects from a container with a subsequent 
more rational filling of the freed space by other objects. 
When an object is deleted from a container it is necessary 
to reorganize all potential containers around this object. 

The developed algorithm of deleting a D-
dimensional orthogonal object i from a D-dimensional 
orthogonal container j includes the following steps. 
1) Create a new free D-dimensional orthogonal container 

j  with the dimensions equal to the dimensions of the 

original containers j. 
2) Put into the container j  an object i  with the 

dimensions: 
d
i

d
i ww     Dd ,,1  

at a point with the coordinates equal to coordinates of the 
object i placed into the container j: 

d
i

d
i xx     Dd ,,1 . 

3) Create a list  L  containing potential containers the 

position and dimensions of which can be modified in 
container j after deleting the object i. This list includes 
all potential containers k  under the condition: 

d
i

d
i

d
k wxx     Dd ,,1 .                                 (3) 

4) Put into the container j  at points d
kx   a set of objects 

with the dimensions  
d
k

d
k pw      Dd ,,1 ,   Lk  .                              (4) 

When placing objects into the container j  allow them to 

overlap each other. Free orthogonal spaces remained in the 
container j  are described by a set of potential containers 

placed in a list  L  . 

5) Create a new free D-dimensional orthogonal container 
j   with the dimensions equal to the dimensions of 

the original containers j. 

6) Put into the container j   at points d
kx   a set of objects 

with the dimensions  
d
k

d
k pw      Dd ,,1 ,   Lk  .                            (5) 

When placing objects into the container j   allow them to 

overlap each other. Free orthogonal spaces remained in the 
container j   are described by a set of potential containers 

placed in a list  L  . This list of potential containers also 

describes a freed space of the original container j formed 
in the area of the object i which is to be deleted. 
7) Delete the object i from the container j. 
8) Change in the container j the list of its potential 

containers  L  to the obtained list of potential 

containers  L  . 

As an example we consider a rectangular two-
dimensional container with the dimensions 

10021 WW  showed on Figure-7. Parameters of 
packed objects and potential containers are given in 
Table-3 and Table-4, respectively. 
 

Table-3.  Objects packed into the container 1. 
 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 0 30 30 

2 0 30 70 50 

3 0 80 40 10 

4 30 0 60 20 

5 70 30 10 50 

 
Table-4.  Potential containers located in the container 1. 

 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 90 100 10 

2 30 20 40 10 

3 40 80 60 20 

4 70 70 30 30 

5 80 20 20 80 

6 90 0 10 100 
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Figure-7.  Container 1 before deleting an object 
with number 2. 

 
When deleting an object with the number 2 is 

necessary to reorganize all potential containers from the 
list  L  under the condition Eq. (3), i.e. potential 

containers with the numbers 2, 3 and 4 (see Table-4). 
The object 2 as well as objects with the 

dimensions satisfying the Eq. (4) which are given in 
Table-5, are placed into a new container 1'. In this 
container is formed a list of potential containers  L   

which is given in Table-6 and shown on Figure-8. 
 

Table-5.  Objects packed into the container 1'. 
 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 30 70 50 

2 30 20 40 10 

3 40 80 60 20 

4 70 70 30 30 

 
Table-6.  Potential containers located in the container 1'. 

 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 0 30 30 

2 0 0 100 20 

3 70 0 30 70 

4 0 80 40 20 

 

 
 

Figure-8.  Container 1'. 
 

All objects with the dimensions satisfying the 
Eq. (5) are given in Table-7. These objects are placed in a 
new container with number 1'' (see Figure-9) in which is 
formed a set of potential containers  L   given in Table-8. 

 
Table-7.  Objects packed into the container 1. 

 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 0 30 30 

2 0 0 100 20 

3 70 0 30 70 

4 0 80 40 20 

 

 
 

Figure-9.  Container 1''. 
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Table-8.  Potential containers located in the container 1''. 
 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 30 70 50 

2 0 70 100 10 

3 30 20 40 60 

4 40 20 30 80 

5 40 70 60 30 

 
After deleting the object 2 from the container 1 is 

necessary to replace in it all its potential containers from 
the list  L  (potential containers with numbers 2, 3 and 4 

in Table-4) to a potential containers from the list  L   

(given in Table-8). All the potential containers describing 
the free space remaining after deleting of the object are 
given in Table-9 and shown on Figure-10. 
 

Table-9. Potential containers located in the container 1 
after deleting the object. 

 

Number 
Coordinates Dimensions 

1 2 1 2 

1 0 30 70 50 

2 0 70 100 10 

3 0 90 100 10 

4 30 20 40 60 

5 40 20 30 80 

6 40 70 60 30 

7 80 20 20 80 

8 90 0 10 100 

 
In result of the algorithm of deleting is obtained a 

set of potential containers fully describes all freely 
orthogonal spaces of a container after deleting an object 
from it in a process of solving of any orthogonal packing 
problem of arbitrary dimension. 
 

 
 

Figure-10.  Container 1 after deleting the object. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
3.1 Computational experiments 

This article contains algorithms for management 
objects the most of which were presented at several 
International conferences with publication of results of 
passed computation experiments in the corresponding 
papers. Below are given the major results of the performed 
computational experiments with the links on papers 
contained all details of the experiments. 

The model of potential containers provides for 
four of six classes of three-dimensional orthogonal test 
problems a higher density of packing compared with the 
heuristic algorithm for the placement with the Extreme 
Points rule (T. Crainic, G. Perboli, R. Tadei) used the 
graph model [10] and with the heuristic algorithm 
proposed by A. Lodi, S. Martello and D. Vigo [19] for the 
node model [22]. 

The proposed multilevel linked data structure in 
practice more than twice increases access to the potential 
containers compared with the simple linear linked list [23] 
which needs in sorting [24]. This data structure is the most 
effective when it is using in packing of a large number of 
objects of several slightly different in size object types. 
Efficiency of application of the multilevel linked data 
structure increases with the number of packed objects as it 
shown in paper [25] on a two-dimensional orthogonal 
packing problems as well in paper [26] where were 
considered standard three-dimensional orthogonal packing 
problems. 
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3.2 Software for orthogonal packing problems 
All the described algorithms were used at 

developing a class library for solving the cutting and 

packing problems. Realized with the high-level object-
oriented programming language C++ the class library and 
is shown on the UML diagram (Figure-11). 

 

 
 

Figure-11.   UML diagram of the developed class library for orthogonal packing problems. 
 
 Using the designed class library was developed 
an applied software intended to solve the optimization 
orthogonal packing and rectangular cutting problems [27]. 
The software is intended for solving the following 
orthogonal cutting and packing problems: 
 
 one-dimensional bin packing problem (1DBPP); 
 rectangular non-guillotine cutting problem; 
 strip packing problem (SPP); 
 two-dimensional bin packing problem (2DBPP); 
 three-dimensional bin packing problem (3DBPP). 
 

 The developed software contains a library of 
standard test instances for a variety of orthogonal packing 
and cutting problems. This library includes the following 
standard problem instances: 
 
 SPP instances (classes C1-C6) [28]; 
 SPP instances (classes C7-C10) [29]; 
 2DBPP instances [30]; 
 3DBPP instances [11]. 
 

Today this software we use in carrying out 
computational experiments on developed algorithms and 
methods of solving orthogonal packing problems. The 
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-type
-position
-link on a container
-orientation

Packed object

1 1..*

1

0..*

+Append a new coordinate()
+Delete a coordinate()

-linear linked list of coordinates
-axial number

Multilevel linked data structure

1

1..*
1

1
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prospective area of the further research in this field 
includes expanding of a list of standard cutting and 
packing problems supported by the developed software. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 In this paper we have presented a set of 
algorithms for management objects. The described 
algorithms have the following obvious advantages: 
 
 possibility of solving of any types of orthogonal 

packing or rectangular cutting problems; 
 possibility of packing in any load directions; 
 possibility of solving orthogonal packing problems of 

arbitrary dimensions; 
 full description of all free spaces in containers allows 

accurately estimate its real possibilities for packing; 
 possibility of any manipulations with objects during 

local improvement of a result packing; 
 fast placing of objects into containers due to usage the 

multilevel linked data structure. 
 
 The algorithm of deleting objects will be applied 
in algorithms of local improvement of resulting packing 
which are to be developed in our future research. 
 All the developed algorithms realized in the 
designed software will be used by us in analysis and 
creation of new heuristic and met heuristic algorithms for 
optimization of solving the orthogonal packing and cutting 
problems. 
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